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Everybody talks about IIOT
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is the use of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies in manufacturing 

(http://searchmanufacturingerp.techtarget.com/definition/Industrial-Internet-of-Things-IIoT

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Internet-of-Things
http://searchmanufacturingerp.techtarget.com/definition/Industrial-Internet-of-Things-IIoT


Four phases of IIoT evolution

Operational Efficiency
•Asset Utilization
•Operational cost reduction
•Worker productivity

New Products & Services
•Pay-per-use
•Software-based services
•Data monetization

Outcome Economy
•Pay-per-outcome
•New connected ecosystems
•Platform-enabled Marketplace

Autonomous, Pull Economy
•Continuous demand-sensing
•End-to-end automation
•Resource optimization & waste 

reduction

The adoption and impact path of the Industrial Internet,
Graphic from the World Economic Forum “Industrial Internet of Things: Unleashing the Potential of Connected Products and Services” 2015



Greatest barriers inhibiting business from adopting the IIoT?
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Societal concerns

Lack of skilled workforce

Privacy concerns

Technology immaturity

Legacy equipment

Uncertain ROI

Security concerns

Lack of interoperability or standards



eWON role in the IIoT Platform

“Smart Connected Operations “ from LNS Research , 2015



IIoT: eWON value chain proposal

INTEGRATE

COLLECT

MONITOR

ACCESS

CONNECT

PLC, Controller, HMI, …



1. Connect

Physical and logical 
connectivity with existing 
or new machines/assets

Connect with any industrial devices using standard or 
dedicated protocols Serial/Ethernet/USB

No re-engineering on the PLC side

Data acquisition&logging to store data for later push

Provide a bridge  between Automation and IT developers



2. Access

#1 : Connecting to Internet for data purpose 

Outgoing unidirectional (typical cellular M2M) 

simple to implement

read-only, offline and not secure



2. Access

#2 : Bidirectional multi purpose connections with VPN

User and router connected to a cloud VPN Server 
– Talk2M

Several connectivity possible (LAN, WiFi, 3G, ..)

Read and write operational modes

Access to Real time values

No integration work required 



3. Monitor

Visualization of the status 
and KPIs of the machine 
for troubleshooting and 
decision taking

Remote HMI to monitor and control the machine/asset

Some machines are operated locally and have an HMI, 
other don’t… (i.e. cleantech, elevators, compressors…)

So, we have 2 different approaches:



3. Monitor

Case 1:  
Remote machine HMI 
access,  through a 
portal with any browser

M2WEB contains a VNC/RDP converter to HTML5

Monitor securely through web browser HMI from SCADA 
(Wonderware, iFix, Ignition, WinCC, RSView, etc…), HMIs 
(Proface, Rockwell, Siemens…), or other VNC servers 
(PLCs)
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3. Monitor

Case 2:  
Dedicated Remote HMIs  
Monitoring,  with our 
HTML editor viewOn4.

ViewOn as an easy & fast way to turn Flexy into a remote 
dashboard

End user oriented dashboards  with indicators 
independent of the local HMI (production, energy 
consumption, OEE, first line support, etc…)



4. Collect

Collect data from the 
machines and 
aggregate them into a 
central site for further 
processing

Integration of data from the machine to data centers for 
further analytics , SPC, Metrics and KPIs, optimization, 
etc…

Different approaches according to customer needs and 
infrastructure available

Polling Data Remotely Pushing data to a central Server Pushing data on a RDV server 
that is polled from central site

(A) (B) (C)



4. Collect

(A):
Polling Data Remotely 
(Web API)

Remote online monitoring and control –

Mobile applications

Immediate access to routers in read/write mode

Instantaneous/historical data available + eWON
parameters 
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M2Web API



4. Collect

(B):
Pushing data to a 
central server (eSYNC)

Pushing Data to a Central Server (http/https)

Time stamp at origin and unsolicited messaging

Data is offline and read-only

eSYNC manages the data and stores it in a MYSQL 
temporary database or sends csv files



4. Collect

(C):
Pushing data to a 
Mailbox server (Talk2M) 
and poll mailbox from 
user side

Same as opt. 2 but

Temporary historical buffer in the cloud

No need of own server visible on Internet

Easy to get new  non redundant data

DataMailBox

eWON pushes historical data to the DataMailBox through the VPN tunnel

3rd party application collects data from DataMailBox

DMWeb API  / HTTPS



5. Integrate

Develop Ecosystem of companies specialized in their core competencies

IIoT is about solutions to customer 
problems, not about products 
anymore

Companies must work together to 
meet the needs of customers

ESI
System Integrator/Solution 

provider

SSP
Software Solution & 

Packages

MNO
Mobile Network Ops

VA Distrib
Value-added Distrib

Alliances
PLC Vendors



Conclusions

• SECURITY IS A TOP PRIORITY
• eWON Proposes Defense-in-Depth strategy to secure access to data and machines through the industrial internet

• ADOPTING CLOUD IS A STRATEGIC DECISION
• As the heart of any IIoT system, cloud provides excellent integration possibilities with cloud and non cloud based 

applications

• eWON VALUE CHAIN FOR IIoT
• IIoT is about connecting products and services: Our 5 layers value chain provides an understandable and realistic 

innovative approach for any Company addressing projects in the IIoT area. 
• Layer 1 and Layer 2 gives already a value to the customer, thanks to the cloud. Layer 3, 4 and 5 are more complex 

to achieve but provide the biggest value



Thank you!
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